
Real connection is the universe own selection

When you think you are always able to control your life, 

think about your dreams,

your thoughts and the last cut with a knife.

Life holds in every corner a new surprise, your enemies, fear, disappointment and tasty french fries. 

Your mind is changing every second, 

happiness is changing into sad, 

instead of doing your planned workout you decide in the last second to be tired and going to bed.

It lets you feel like you loose your discipline and your control, 

you eat some food to close the emotional gap, this ends up with dreams where you fall with ice cream in one hand over a step. 

And what is this unexpected energy, that turns your plans around? 

It feels like constant shots of espresso or touching electricity, that let you feel high on the worlds same ground. 

Your body is shaking, your heart is working hard,

A human body seems the cause,

you are aware, but you are not sure what to do or where to start. 

Selflove is in action, someone similar is around, you don`t know this person, 

you just watch it and listen its sound.

This incredible sound let you never sleep, 

you can feel the connection through the wall, an intuitional wave, very deep. 

This life energy makes you smile, just through thinking about it, eye contact is dangerous, sparkling and last for a while. 

Everything around you becomes unreal and still, you just try to find your way trough this jungle of emotions and thrill.

That moment, when you arrive very close to you, 

feels like a strange vibration, so that you just want to go closer, touch it, experience this new sensation, it feels so energising, 

so true. 

After a time you just give up the fight, your logic is weak, the intuition wins, the walls are crashing.

Where was darkness and fear 

is now light. 

Our body is intelligent, it knows what to do, during your mind is still argueing, the universe takes your hand and walks with 

you trough. 

The walk feels strange, but you are aware of the light, and at the end of the jungle you hug yourself and it feels right.
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